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from Hilton Head ... hilton head, which is pretty much a beautiful drive through interesting areas of the area, scenery-wise. We
hit some cool beaches and camped at Isle of Palms; we camped in Myrtle Beach but it was at a strange beach/playground that
wasn't really that great. They also served pizza and a lot of times there is a person outside with the oven. I think our phone... ...

since about 4:30. Last Friday we went to the beach. Other than that we haven't done much. It's about a two hour trip to our
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destination so that's pretty normal for us. We were supposed to arrive last night but that didn't happen, the bus stopped around
5:30pm and we got to our hotel at 6:30pm. Luckily I didn't have to wear my clothes or any of my stuff from San Diego... ...
Why? Because we had to pay $17.50 for the express ride. But for $20 we could have taken a shuttle and not have paid this

amount. In other words, the shuttle costs $17.50 and there are three stops - the airport. It didn't look like we were going to make
any of the stops. I spoke up and said, "You can only take us up to 60 mph." Well, it was only about...Q: Understanding of

regular expression in parsing I am struggling to parse a text using regular expressions. Below is the sample text:
samsung,sec2,6.0,g,3433,android, 82157476af
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